
Follow the arrows to find the next item

. . . looking for a fun challenge? . . .
Explore the museum and complete 
our Quiz*
‘A’ questions are easier - ‘B’ questions
 require some extra thinking or reading

*We endeavour to keep exhibits and sources of information in sequence with the question order.
Owing to operational reasons our objective may not always be achievable. Thank you for your understanding.

1. Go through the
entrance door and
find this vehicle.
A) What year was this car made?

B) Where were De Dion based?

2. Find this yellow car.
A) Which company made this car?

B) What did Andre Citroen’s
 grandfather sell?

3. Look for this very long car.
A) Where do you think the spare wheel
is kept on this car?

B) What colour was this car  originally?

Hi there...

1907

Paris or Puteaux

Citroen

Fruit or limes/lemons

Under the cover / in the wing

Black



4. Look out for this tall yellow
petrol pump.
A) Where was this pump made?

B) What company does the globe on
top of the pump advertise?

5. Find Edwin’s Emporium.
A) What’s the name of the model
steam boat?

B) What petrol company is advertised on
the Matchbox sales and service centre?

6. This motorcycle is parked outside
the cobbler’s shop.
A) How many people could ride on
and in this motorcycle and sidecar?

B) What does BSA stand for?

7. Cast a glance in the Co-operative
store window.
A) What did Rowntree’s make?

B) What year was the Leven Valley
Co-operative store established?

(Hint: Look up)
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I’m Happy the Oil Drop man -
ESSO used me to advertise their petrol

between 1945 and the mid 1960s

Liverpool

Shell

Patricia

BP

4: 2 on motorcycle, 2 in sidecar

Birmingham Small Arms

Chocolate

1850
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8. Search out the grey doors with the
small Store Room sign.
A) Raleigh cycles were advertised as

Rigid, rapid and  ?

B) Where was the James Cycle Company

based? and

9. Look up to find this illuminated sign.
A) What product is this sign advertising?

B) What animal features in Lucas’ logo?

10. Search for this Citroen.
A) How many cc’s does the 2CV
 engine have?

B) How long were 2CVs made for?

11. Find the beige coloured Trabant.
A) This is a Trabant Model?

B) How many were produced?

Did you know . . .
Enamel advertising signs are made of
coloured powdered glass which is then
melted at high temperatures to fix it

to the metal backing

Reliable

London Birmingham

Batteries

Lion

602cc

42 years

601

3 million
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12. Find this Ford.
A) How many miles has this Fiesta done?

B) When did Henry Ford found his car
company?

13. Go up the stairs past the games
to find this answer.
A) What was the Hotel’s telephone
number?

B) What useful feature would you find
in every room?

14. Keep going through the white
doors to find the Kerry.
A) What’s this motorcycle’s
 registration number?

B) Look closely at the engine – where
was it made?

15. Look for this World War 1 display.
A) What year did the war begin?

B) What company made the Model H
Motorcycle on display?

Did you know . . .
More than 30,000 Model H  

motorcycles were built for World War I
Despatch Riders. Messages were also sent
by pigeon, telephone, radio, morse code

and semaphore flags

40,000 miles

1903

11

Electric lighting

AR 800

Belgium

1914

Triumph
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16. Scoot past the bicycles and pedal
cars to find this Scooter.
A) Where was this Scooter built?

B) Where did Innocenti produce rolled
steel tubing?

17. Go back down the stairs and in to
the garage for this Austin.
A) How many cylinders does this car
have?

B) What size was an Austin 12’s engine?

18. Move along to meet the Metro.

19. Gaze up at the globes in the window.
A) How many Shell globes are there in
a row?

B) What animal did Esso use to advertise
their petrol?

Campbell
Bluebird
Exhibition

To find the rest of the answers, go with your
parent/guardian to the Campbell Exhibition,
which is out of the front doors, past the 
caravan and 100m up the path.

France

Milan or Italy

4 cyclinders

3.4 litres

A) How many miles has this car done?

45,000 miles
B) When was the Metro launched?

1980

11

Tiger



20. Find the replica of the 1935
Bluebird Car.
A) Who drove this record breaking
car?

B) How many years ago did he
break the 300mph record?

21. Find the blue Land-Rover.
A) Who used to own this Land-Rover?

B) What date was this vehicle first
registered?
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Malcolm Campbell

84

Donald Campbell

10 October 1954
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22. Find the all-blue replica of Donald
Campbell’s boat.
A) What is this record breaking boat
called?

B) How long was Donald Campbell’s
record breaking career?

23. Find the blue and silver boat.
A) What letter and number is on the
side of this boat?

B) What speed did Sir Malcolm reach
on Coniston water on the 19th August
1939?

Bluebird K7

17 years

K4

141.74mph

We'd love to see your pictures!
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